
LOGBOOK - Spirit of Malvern - VEHICLE OPTIONS 	
	
	
INTERIOR: Accessory bracket with air compressor  & oil cannister   (bespoke item) 

Alarm/Immobilizer LED device     (standard feature which became bespoke) 
Aluminum steering boss      (original accessory) 
Aluminum engine turned center dash panel    (bespoke item) 
Aluminum gear knob      (original accessory)  
Bespoke edition badge      (bespoke item)    
Black instrument dials with chrome bezel    (standard feature) 
Brooklands steering wheel with aluminum center and Morgan logo  (original accessory)  
Courtesy/Footwell lamps       (bespoke item) 
Courtesy/Footwell lamp switches      (bespoke item)   
Cuprinol treated wood frame      (standard feature) 
Customized foot well mats      (bespoke item) 
Dashboard light dimmer for gauges     (standard feature) 
Document wallet holder      (bespoke item) 
Elasticated door pockets      (original accessory) 
Footrest        (bespoke item) 
Headrests with Allon White neck rolls     (bespoke item) 
Heated windscreen       (standard feature) 
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LOGBOOK - Spirit of Malvern - VEHICLE OPTIONS  
									
 
INTERIOR: Heater with 2 speed blower fan     (standard feature) 

Intermittent windscreen wiper switch     (bespoke item) 
Jack, Jack wrench & X-Member jacking block    (bespoke item) 
Make up mirror       (bespoke item) 
OBD socket in glove box      (bespoke item) 
Rear view mirror type “Malvern”     (original accessory) 
Reclining sports seats with Muirhead leather upholstery   (standard feature) 
Rubber bellows on steering stalks     (bespoke item) 
Satnav device on tunnel console     (bespoke item) 
Satnav switch       (bespoke item) 
Side impact door beams      (standard feature) 
Side screen bag        (original accessory, but not from MMC) 
Smiths clockwork       (original accessory) 
Smiths ambient temperature gauge     (bespoke item)  
Stainless steel chassis covers      (original accessory)   

 Stainless steel bezels center dash panel    (original accessory) 
Stainless steel door cap covers     (original accessory) 
Stainless steel door checks      (original accessory) 
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LOGBOOK - Spirit of Malvern - VEHICLE OPTIONS 	
	
 
INTERIOR:  Stainless steel steering cowl cover     (original accessory) 

Stainless steel steering cowl indicators     (original accessory) 
Stainless steel trim edge protectors     (original accessory)  
Stainless steel swivel pivots by “John Taylor-Phoenix Design Services” (bespoke item) 

  Stainless steel threshold plates with engraving    (bespoke item) 
Starter button (not connected)      (original accessory, but not from MMC) 
Sun visors       (original accessory) 
Ticket clip on tunnel console      (bespoke item) 
Tool roll canvas       (bespoke item)  
Tool & Accessory tray within rear deck     (bespoke item) 
USB 12-volt socket in glove box     (bespoke item) 
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LOGBOOK - Spirit of Malvern - VEHICLE OPTIONS 	
	
 
EXTERIOR: Aluminum body and wings      (standard feature) 
  Aluminum bonnet strip extension     (bespoke item) 
  Aluminum rear under skirt       (bespoke item) 

Bespoke edition - text on left hand side flat back panel   (bespoke item) 
Black painted wire wheels      (standard feature) 
Black radiator stone guard grille     (original accessory) 
Bonnet badges - Series IX -      (bespoke item) 
Brake reaction stays at front suspension    (original accessory) 
Engine immobilizer       (standard feature) 
Exhaust brackets turned upside down     (bespoke item) 
Exterior dust cover       (original accessory, but not from MMC) 
Full length bonnet louvres      (standard feature) 
Galvanized chassis with black wax undersealing    (standard feature) 
Headlamp rims renewed and improved    (bespoke item) 
Leather bonnet belt      (original accessory, but not from MMC) 
Leather dashboard panel with lockable glove box   (bespoke item) 
Leather luggage rack belts      (bespoke item 
Mohair side screens & hood with detachable “Wopavin” rear window (original accessory) 
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EXTERIOR: Paint protection film on floorboards and rear wings   (original accessory) 

Spirit of Malvern - texture on both front bonnet flanks   (bespoke item) 
Sport badge on flat back panel     (bespoke item) 
Sport flat back panel with wide brake light     (original accessory) 
Side wing lamps       (original accessory) 
Solid aluminum front number plate holder    (bespoke item) 

  Solid aluminum rear number plate holder    (bespoke item) 
Stainless steel customized luggage rack    (original accessory) 
Stainless steel front indicator plinths     (original accessory) 
Stainless steel knurled nuts on door mirrors    (bespoke item) 
Stainless steel Le Mans over riders     (original accessory) 
Stainless steel lockable bonnet stays     (bespoke item) 
Stainless steel meshed grille      (original accessory) 
Stainless steel rear reflector plinths     (original accessory) 
Stainless steel telescope mirrors “Round”    (original accessory) 
Stainless steel twin sport exhausts     (bespoke item) 

  Stainless steel threshold plates with engraving    (bespoke item) 
Stainless steel wing valances and bulkhead     (original accessory) 
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EXTERIOR: Stainless steel windscreen wipers by “Peter Gilbert”   (bespoke item) 

Storm cover by “John Taylor-Phoenix Design Services”   (original accessory, but not from MMC) 
Union Jack badges in black/grey     (bespoke item) 
Valve cover with a pair of new MORGAN wings    (bespoke item) 
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